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Abstract

Introduction: Aspects of self-stigma and medication-related stigma among individuals with depressive
disorders remain largely unexplored. The primary objective of this study is to highlight and characterize self-
stigma and medication-related stigma experiences of antidepressant users.

Methods: This is a secondary analysis of data obtained from PhotoVoice studies examining psychotropic
medication experiences. Transcripts of reflections from 12 individuals self-reporting a depressive disorder
diagnosis and receipt of a prescription for an antidepressant were included. A directed content analysis
approach based on expansion of the Self-Stigma of Depression Scale and an iterative process of
identification of medication-stigma and stigma-resistance were used. Total mentions of self-stigma, stigma
resistance, medication stigma, and underlying themes were tallied and evaluated.

Results: Self-stigma was mentioned a total of 100 times with at least 2 mentions per participant. Self-
blame was the most prominent construct of self-stigma and was mentioned nearly twice as often as any
other self-stigma construct. Most participants also made mentions of self-stigma resistance. Half of the
individual participants mentioned stigma resistance more times than they mentioned self-stigma, which
suggests some surmounting of self-stigma. Medication-related stigma was also prominent, denoting
negativity about the presence of medications in one’s life.

Discussion: Self-stigma related to self-blame may be problematic for antidepressant users. Identification
and measurement of stigma resistance, especially in peer interactions, may represent a promising concept
in overcoming self-stigma. Future work should explore emphasizing self-blame aspects when designing
interventions to reduce self-stigma among individuals with depressive disorders and explore development of
tools to measure stigma resistance.
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Introduction

Stigma can be described as a perceived condition that

deviates from what someone would consider normal,

linked with attributes that would produce a negative

image of the stigmatized person, spoiling one’s identity.1

Stigma can be classified into 2 categories: perceived/

public stigma and self-stigma. Perceived stigma is the

negative attitude the public would have about an

individual (eg, a person with mental illness). Self-stigma
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occurs when negative attitudes or stereotypes about an

illness are accepted and incorporated into the identity of

people who have been diagnosed with the illness.2

Presence of self-stigma in individuals with mental illness

can have significant impacts on their quality of life and

isolation from social interactions.3,4 Self-stigma is associ-

ated with poor medication adherence in individuals with

various mental health conditions, including depression.5-7

Kamaradova and colleagues5 showed that severity of

mental illness–related self-stigma was directly correlated

to medication nonadherence. Several interventions have

been recently developed to attempt to reduce self-stigma

in individuals with mental illness.8 These have shown

small-to-moderate reductions, suggesting more research

is needed into the nature of self-stigma as well as

alternative methods of self-stigma reduction.9

Medication stigma may also be prevalent in individuals

with mental illness and may be associated with self-

stigma.10 However, little has been written about the

nature and impacts of medication-related stigma. Less is

also known about self-stigma that is specific to depression

or antidepressants as compared with schizophrenia and its

treatments.11 Previous research has indicated that explicit,

self-report measures of self-stigma may not capture the

full nature of the phenomenon because much of self-

stigma appears to be implicit. Individuals with mental

illness may not be able or willing to disclose self-stigma in

self-report measures and/or may not be aware of their

own self-stigma on a conscious level.12 Therefore,

alternative methods to understand self-stigma have been

encouraged. In a recent series of participatory action

studies exploring mental illness medication experience,

researchers noted that participants often made state-

ments alluding to mental illness–related or medication-

related stigma.13,14 Because self-stigma is theoretically

ingrained in an individual’s self-concept, it stands to

reason that aspects of self-stigma will manifest in

conversation even when the individual is not being

directly asked about it. Hence, the researchers performed

a content analysis of existing data to explore stigma

discussions further in an attempt to understand the nature

of depression-related self-stigma and medication-related

stigma that emerged.

Methods

Transcripts of individual interviews from a series of

participatory-action research studies13,14 employing the

use of PhotoVoice methodology were used as the data set

for the current study. PhotoVoice is a participatory action

method that equips participants with disposable cameras

in order to capture their lived experiences that can be

shared with others to enable communication, education,

and advocacy.15 The goal of the PhotoVoice approach is

to make the lived experience of a participant tangible to

others. The original study recruited participants who self-

reported a mental illness diagnosis as well as receipt of a

prescription for 1 or more psychotropic medications.

Participants took photographs of their lived experience of

psychotropic medication and reflected upon each photo

using the SHOWED technique, an open-ended questioning

reflection approach.16 Reflections were audio-recorded

and transcribed. The participants, while describing and

discussing their medication experience, placed consider-

able emphasis on larger aspects of their illness; the most

prominent of these was stigma. Of the original 23

participants, 12 (n¼4, 6, and 2 for cohorts 1, 2, and 3,

respectively) were taking an antidepressant medication

and completed a photo reflection session. These partic-

ipants reflected upon a total of 106 photos with a median

of 8 photos each (range: 1 to 18). Transcripts of reflections

from these 12 participants were analyzed in the present

study. All 12 participants self-reported a diagnosis of a

depressive disorder (n¼9 with major depression, n¼2

with bipolar depression, n¼ 1 with schizoaffective disor-

der, with depressive episodes).

The present study is a secondary content analysis of the

original data with the objective to highlight self-stigma

expressed by antidepressant users. A directed conceptual

content analysis approach was chosen in order to describe

the characteristics of the self-stigma mentioned by the

participants. The researchers developed a coding scheme

based on the Self-Stigma Depression Scale (SSDS).17 The

SSDS was used as the basis for the coding scheme due to

its specificity of self-stigma associated with depression.

The coding scheme was formed by starting with the

actual descriptive words used in the 16 items and 4

constructs of the SSDS (shame, self-blame, help-seeking

inhibition, and social inadequacy). This was expanded to

include related words based on a standard thesaurus.

Next, codes were added to represent mentions of stigma

resistance (words/statements that combatted stigma or

were the opposite of SSDS words). The coding scheme

was modified with each transcript analysis to include

additional self-stigma–related words. New codes were

then applied retrospectively and prospectively to each

transcript. The final coding scheme used is presented in

Table 1.

Data coding proceeded in a stepwise process. The authors

first performed a text search for each word listed in the

coding scheme. Author 1 applied codes to identified

searched terms, excluding those words that did not relate

to the self-stigma scale constructs (eg, the word

‘‘manage’’ relating to managing finances). Any time a

participant used one of the words in the coding scheme

while describing his or her medication experience in the

context of stigma and/or stigma resistance, a code was

applied. This meant that if a participant used the word
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‘‘cope’’ 3 times within the same paragraph, this could

have been counted as 3 separate instances of the code

within the self-blame construct if all uses of the word were

self-stigma–related. Next, the researchers independently

applied codes to the transcripts, using line-by-line coding.

This allowed for close examination of all participant

statements to catch stigma-contextual references that did

not use specific words from the coding scheme. For

TABLE 1: Coding scheme

1. Construct – Shame: ‘‘I feel bad’’

a. Subconstruct – Ashamed: reluctant, regretful, unwilling, uncomfortable, restrained, disgraced, dishonor, indignity, poor self-
esteem, self-conscious

� Resistance codes – shameless, glad, willing, unshy, confident, unremorseful, not self-conscious, high self-esteem, honorable

b. Subconstruct – Embarrassed: mortified, humiliated, abashed, degrading, self-conscious

� Resistance codes – composed, not embarrassed, proud, understanding, at ease, not self-conscious, reassured

c. Subconstruct – Inferior: mediocre, lesser, poorer, worse than, small in comparison, like/love less

� Resistance codes – better off than some, others worse off, superior, important, better than, best, good in comparison, like/
love more

d. Subconstruct – Disappointed: dissatisfied, upset, saddened, frustrated, let down, discouraged

� Resistance codes – satisfied, encouraged, pleased, satisfied, delighted, happy, excited, cheerful, content

2. Construct – Self-blame: ‘‘I should be better’’

a. Subconstruct – Should cope: manage, handle, survive, deal with, get by, get through, struggle, difficult to maintain

� Resistance codes – able to help others with it, able to deal with/monitor, stayed hopeful, reminded things would get better,
helps to keep calm, can’t get lazy

b. Subconstruct – Should ‘‘pull myself together’’: (not having) self-control, keeping it together, restraint, discipline, dignity,
stability

� Resistance codes – has self-control, just have to start doing it, can control things better, has stability

c. Subconstruct – Should be stronger: (not being) tougher, sturdy, sounder, resilient, powerful, firm, dedicated, motivated

� Resistance codes – able to self-provide, empowered

d. Subconstruct – Only myself to blame: responsible, guilty, fault, accountable, criticize

� Resistance codes – able to take care of self/self-responsible

3. Construct – Help-seeking inhibition: ‘‘Hiding’’

a. Subconstruct – Embarrassed seeking professional help: turn to, reach out, call in, approach, þ [embarrassed section]

� Resistance codes – want to get help, gave in to what doctors said, get over, encourage others to get help, need to talk
about problems

b. Subconstruct – Embarrassed if others knew: regret telling others, telling, seeing, recognizing, identifying, being aware,
experiencing, careful telling others ¼ [embarrassed section]

� Resistance codes – get over therapy idea, learn to get help, good to talk with others w/ depression, helpful to have another
listen

c. Subconstruct – Weak if I took antidepressants: frail, pathetic, fragile, vulnerable, helpless, exposed, cowardly, powerless

� Resistance codes – wanted to take meds, gave into taking meds from doctor, meds help, keep taking/staying on meds, feel
worse when not on meds, able to manage thoughts, able to go out, help see and think, didn’t expect meds to help but
they did

d. Subconstruct – Not coping (others know): Others knowing þ [should cope section]

� Resistance codes – want others to know, need to have others see what’s happening to you

4. Construct – Social inadequacy: ‘‘I can tell I’m making it worse for others’’

a. Subconstruct – Can’t socially contribute: (not) provide, add, chip in, say, participate, join, support, be part of, play role in

� Resistance codes – able to participate

b. Subconstruct – Inadequate: insufficient, incompetent, lacking, ineffective, can’t handle responsibility, defective, imperfect,
incapable, hopeless, unable to care for myself

� Resistance codes – take care of self, overcome setbacks

c. Subconstruct – Bad company: unfriendly, ‘‘people don’t want to be around me,’’ rather do something else/hang around
someone else

� Resistance codes – we have good times together, being around others helps with depression

d. Subconstruct – Burden: problem, liability, worry, inconvenience, troubling others, load

� Resistance codes – good friend to others, reminders help not scare others
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example, the colloquial and self-deprecating statement

‘‘. . .a lot of times I feel like a big pile [of excrement] sitting

out in the yard’’ was coded as inferiority under the shame

construct (Table 1). This also allowed for identification of

medication-related stigma (words/statements employing

SSDS construct concepts coupled with perceptions of

medications). The researchers then convened to develop

consensus on final coding values. Finally, all self-stigma–

and medication-related stigma mentions were tallied and

grouped according to construct and subconstruct. A ratio

of stigma resistance to self-stigma was calculated for each

individual using his or her total number of stigma

resistance codes as the numerator and the total number

of his or her self-stigma codes as the denominator

(resistance #/SSDS #; Table 2). Therefore, numbers

greater than 1 would portray more prominent discussion

of stigma resistance as compared with self-stigma. The

institutional review board reviewed and approved all study

procedures, including informed consent of participants.

Results

All participants mentioned self-stigma–related context

and/or words at least twice during their discussion of their

medication experience. Self-stigma mentions varied con-

siderably between each participant (Table 2). Stigma

resistance mentions were also prevalent. The photos and

reflections included below were chosen as examples due

to their easily observed depiction of the nature of the

coding scheme. Pseudonyms are used to protect the

identity of participants.

Self-Stigma

A total of 100 SSDS adapted codes were mentioned

between the 12 participants, varying between 2 and 37

mentions per person. Variation in the self-stigma con-

structs of the SSDS was also apparent as all participants

made mentions of stigma in at least 2 different SSDS

constructs.

Self-blame was the most prominent construct of self-

stigma. Aspects of this construct were mentioned nearly

twice as often as any other SSDS construct. Inability to

cope (ie, ‘‘should cope’’) was the most mentioned

subconstruct within the self-blame construct with 15 total

mentions (Table 2). The ‘‘should cope’’ subconstruct

manifested in participants’ use of words describing their

inability to cope sufficiently or deal with their depression

properly. For example, Sarah reflected on the photo below

by saying, ‘‘One of my struggles was that I was an only

child and I didn’t really have anyone to go to, so I had to

deal with it myself [italicized for coded term]. Now that

I’m an adult and I have to deal with all the responsibilities

of being an adult but when you were a kid you didn’t
figure out how to deal with your emotional issues and

TABLE 2: Participant stigma codes

Sex

Primary
Depressive
Disorder

Age,
y

No. of
Pictures

Interviewed
With

SHOWED
Technique

Constructs

Self-
Stigma

Resistance

Self-
Stigma

Resistance/
SSDS

Code Ratio

Medication-
Related
Stigma

Medical
Benefit

Shame
Total

Self-
Blame
Total

Help-
Seeking
Inhibition
Total

Social
Inadequacy

Total
SSDS
Total

F MDD 19 7 11 21 3 2 37 2 0.05 3 0

F MDD 33 10 2 4 0 1 7 8 1.14 1 0

F MDD 47 18 0 1 6 1 8 9 1.13 4 5

M MDD 48 14 1 3 1 1 6 7 1.17 1 3

F MDD 33 1 1 2 1 0 4 0 0 1 1

F MDD 32 6 3 3 1 0 7 1 0.14 0 0

M MDD 26 4 0 2 2 0 4 3 0.75 0 2

F MDD 46 4 1 1 1 3 6 9 1.5 0 2

F MDD 55 5 1 4 1 1 7 6 0.86 1 2

F
Schizoaffective
disorder 28 9 0 0 0 2 2 7 3.5 0 6

F
Bipolar
depression 35 14 2 1 1 0 4 0 0 0 0

M
Bipolar
depression 22 14 1 2 4 1 8 15 1.88 2 1

Total 106 23 44 21 12 100 67 13 22

Median 33 8 1 2 1 1 6.5 6.5 0.995 1 1.5

F ¼ female; M¼male; MMD¼major depressive disorder; SSDS¼ Self-Stigma Depression Scale.
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that’s carrying over into adulthood and being an adult and

being in difficult situations and not knowing how to

manage that emotionally is difficult’’ (Figure, part a).

Self-blame was also evident in participants’ portrayal of

their perception that they should cope, many times

implying their belief that their depression was something

they should be able to get over. For example, a male

participant explained that he was raised to be self-

sufficient and believed he should take care of his condition

on his own. Similarly, lack of treatment success was

portrayed as a failure of oneself. Finally, participants

mentioned that their depression made accomplishing

tasks much harder and blamed themselves as a result.

Emily, when reflecting on the photo below of piling up

paperwork, stated, ‘‘When I am falling into depression

then I don’t do the things I should do’’ (Figure, part b).

The inability to ‘‘pull oneself together’’ subconstruct

within the self-blame construct was also prominent in

this analysis as it was mentioned by the participants 12

times. Sarah stated that without her medications, she

would not be in control of her own head. Similarly, when

she compared 2 photos of herself (one with makeup,

smiling, and one without), she explained that she was

‘‘kicking myself for not looking like this every day’’ and

‘‘kicking myself for [the times] when I was down.’’

The shame (23 mentions) and help-seeking inhibition (21

mentions) constructs of the SSDS were mentioned by the

participants but with lower frequency than the self-blame

construct. Mentions in the shame construct centered on

negative self-judgments, especially disappointment in

oneself. For example, Ryan reflected on the photo below

by saying, ‘‘[My medication] doesn’t cure things, but it

helps control things. . . I did not want to take medications,

I felt so defeated. But when I felt so suicidal and hit

bottom, it is just so discouraging when you have to take a

new medication...’’ (Figure, part c).

In the area of help-seeking inhibition, participants

expressed desire to conceal their depression, consumption

of antidepressant medication, or seeking of professional

help for their depression. Participants also portrayed their

embarrassment about others knowing they weren’t
coping well. For example, Lucas reflected on the photo

by saying, ‘‘When I’m feeling depressed. . .I want to hang

this sign on my door...When I’m feeling down I don’t want

people to see me because depression is sign of weakness. I

don’t want people to see me weak’’ (Figure, part d).

FIGURE: (a-h) Participant photos of their medication experiences
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The social inadequacy construct was mentioned the least

amount of times (12 mentions) and centered on

participants’ feelings of insufficiency in completing

everyday tasks as well as their perception of their

inadequate performance in relationships with friends or

family.

Self-Stigma Resistance

Nearly all participants made mention of resisting self-

stigma instead of succumbing to it, implying self-stigma

resistance. Self-stigma resistance was mentioned 67 times

between 9 of the 12 participants ranging from 0 to 15

codes per person. Resistance to self-stigma was most

prominent in the help-seeking inhibition construct. In

other words, participants frequently advocated for seek-

ing help and expressed benefit they had received from

doing so. Subconstructs of ‘‘weak if I took antidepres-

sants’’ and ‘‘embarrassed seeking professional help’’ were
most frequently resisted. For example, Sophie reflected

about this photo, saying, ‘‘I think the anxiety medication

and depression medication has helped because I’ve had the

energy to [put my house on the market]. You know,

because the days spending in bed don’t get you

anywhere’’ (Figure, part e).

Sophie later described that the best way for those who

are depressed to get better is to ‘‘Get help if that is how

depressed you are. . .The easiest [way people should get

help] would be for people to call their doctor, one they

can trust and take their advice.’’ Lucas stated that he was

hesitant to start group therapy but now feels more

comfortable, saying, ‘‘It is like your home away from

home. It is a comfort, a safe place to be. Especially once

you get over the group therapy idea. . . once you stay [in

the groups], you learn all day long but if you bail then you

don’t learn that you can get the help that you need.’’
Mentions of resistance to self-stigma were noted in other

subconstructs as well. For example, Lily relayed a

resistance to feeling inadequate regarding her depression

when she remarked the following while reflecting on the

photo of a fallen tree: ‘‘It makes me feel like this tree

represents me and my life to come that these two years I

have fallen over and I’ll start to grow again’’ (Figure, part
f ).

There was a wide distribution of ratios of the number of

self-stigma mentions versus the mentions of self-stigma

resistance among the individual participants. Some

participants expressed more self-stigma than advocacy

against it (2 participants had 0 mentions of self-stigma

resistance, 1 participant had 37 self-stigma mentions with

only 2 resistance codes¼0.05 ratio), and other partici-

pants mentioned advocacy against self-stigma more than

they identified with it (for example, Lucas had 7 resistance

codes and 2 self-stigma codes, resulting in a ratio of 3.5,

and Ryan had 16 resistance codes to 8 self-stigma codes

for a ratio of 2).

Medication-Related Stigma

Despite the relatively high frequency of resistance to the

‘‘weak if I took antidepressants’’ subconstruct, several

participants made mentions of medication-related stigma

that was unrelated to being weak. Most participants

implied a certain judgment of ‘‘badness’’ about medica-

tions at least once. Stigma about medications centered on

fear of long-term effects from medications and the

presence of medications in one’s life implying a poor

outlook of the disease, especially if more medications

were used. The examples below illustrate this concept:

� ‘‘This is my daily medication bag. This is larger than my

grandmother’s medication bag and I’m a 19-year-old

college student.’’ —Sarah (Figure, part g)
� ‘‘It is one thing to say, ‘I take these’ but then when I

look at all of them it is so overwhelming. And it is easy

to say, ‘I cannot take one or two days of meds’ and it is

easy to say ‘well, I never took so many meds so I

should be able to do this without this many meds’ . . .I
feel like such a drug addict sometimes, taking so many

pills.’’ —Charlotte (Figure, part h)

Discussion

In this secondary analysis of data collected from

antidepressant users via the PhotoVoice method, self-

stigma manifested frequently during photo-taking and

reflection about medication and mental illness experienc-

es. Self-blame was the most prominent type of self-stigma

to emerge. This is a significant finding as little research

has reported thus far on the nature and characterization

of self-stigma specific to patients with depressive

disorders. Although not reported in the context of self-

stigma, the literature has shown that self-blame may have

a substantial impact in depressive patients.11 Taken

together, these findings suggest that self-stigma of a

self-blaming nature is a point of emphasis among persons

with depressive disorders. Perhaps interventions that

target reducing self-stigma for patients with depression

should focus especially on self-blame themes. More

specifically, emphasis on ‘‘should cope’’ and ‘‘should pull

myself together’’ subconstructs or themes might be most

worthwhile as these areas emerged most prominently

among antidepressant takers in this study.

Resistance to self-stigma was mentioned nearly as often

as self-stigma in this study. Specifically, the majority of

participants mentioned advocating for help-seeking and

medication-taking rather than expressing self-stigmatized

ideas that would inhibit their help- and/or treatment-
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seeking. This is perhaps, not surprising, because the

inclusion criteria for the original study represented

selection bias toward individuals who had already sought

help and were prescribed medication for their depression.

However, the frequent mention of resistance to self-

stigma in this study still warrants careful consideration.

Participants had overcome self-stigma to such a degree

that they talked openly about it and advocated help-

seeking by others. Future research, in addition to

qualitatively measuring self-stigma, may be directed

toward developing and refining quantitative measure of

self-stigma resistance among persons with depressive

disorders. Subscales within 2 different well-established

self-stigma scales (the Internalized Stigma of Mental

Illness Scale and the Stigma Scale) have been used to

quantify stigma resistance somewhat reliably but largely

only in patients with schizophrenia spectrum disorders,

not depressive disorders nor antidepressant takers.18,19

Furthermore, the degree to which an individual antide-

pressant taker expresses self-stigma resistance may have

important associations with medication adherence, dis-

ease severity, quality of life, or other important patient-

centered outcomes. Future studies should seek to

establish associations between stigma resistance and

depression-related outcomes. Previous research20 has

indicated that PhotoVoice itself may be associated with

lowering of stigma. Therefore, it is possible that

participation in this study is partly or entirely responsible

for the prominence of self-stigma resistance found. Future

work should delineate effects of PhotoVoice participation

on development of self-stigma resistance from selection

bias toward participants possessing preachieved levels of

stigma resistance, leading them to agree to participate in

such studies. Alternatively, higher levels of self-stigma

among persons with depression have previously been

associated with higher levels of depression symptoms.21 It

is possible that the reverse of this relationship may have

been at play in this study. Although the authors did not

measure depression severity in these participants, it is

possible that a significant degree of self-stigma resistance

was found because the participants were attending a

partial program nearing discharge from this high level of

care for their mental health condition while participating

in the original study.

Medication-related stigma also emerged frequently in

this study. This is consistent with the results of a survey

study by Boyd and colleagues22 of veterans with

psychiatric medications. There is a significant paucity of

literature regarding full characterization of medication

stigma and how it interfaces with self-stigma. There is

also a lack of knowledge regarding approaches to

reducing medication-related stigma among individuals

with mental illness. These findings, coupled with those of

others, suggest that there is a need to begin to explore

the impacts of medication stigma and effective methods

to reduce it.

The findings of this study should be viewed with

limitations in mind. First, the sample size was small and

may make generalizing the results difficult. However,

previous work employing the PhotoVoice method in

individuals with mental illness has produced meaningful

and reliable results when similar sample sizes were

used.23,24 Next, because this study was a secondary

analysis of existing data, it is possible that there could be

misattributions of self-stigma by the researchers where it

was not intended by the participant. The authors did not

have the opportunity to inquire of participants their

intentions nor ask them to expand upon their statements

for clarification as Davtyan and colleagues25 did. However,

previous research regarding the implicit nature of self-

stigma would suggest that much of self-stigma may be

not fully recognized by the individual and may emerge

outwardly and independently of self-reported measures.12

Conversely, it is possible that additional self-stigma

conceptualizations may have been present within partic-

ipants but were not measured by the researchers. In

addition, significant overlap between untreated depres-

sion symptoms and self-stigma was noted in the

transcripts during the coding process. For example, Lucas

stated, ‘‘With depression your life gets derailed,’’ which
could be interpreted as a negative perception of his ability

to pull himself together or a negative cognitive distortion

of depression itself, resulting in his perception that life

was falling apart. Because the researchers did not

measure depression symptoms nor depression severity

among the participants, the researchers could not easily

distinguish between internalized negativity due to un-

treated illness from that due to fixed internal perceptions

about the individual with the illness (ie, self-stigma).

However, this phenomenon is likely true of much of the

self-stigma research in the field due to the high degree of

association between depression severity and self-stig-

ma.26

Conclusion

Little is known about the characteristics of self-stigma

that individuals with depressive disorders experience.

This study’s results suggest that individuals with

depressive disorders discuss self-stigma even when they

are not being directly asked about it and self-blame

constructs of self-stigma may be most prominent for

them. In addition, stigma resistance was discussed nearly

as prominently as was self-stigma. Future research

should explore associations between self-stigma, stig-

ma-resistance, and illness outcomes among individuals

with depressive disorders.
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